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Textile Solution Providers Since 1916

CORDURA® TrueLock™ nylon fabric meets the challenges  

of rugged applications, is a high-performance fabric  

useful for the composition of all sorts of products. 

CORDURA® is lightweight, quick-drying, durable, abrasion  

and tear resistant, and makes this fabric far more superior.  

It’s no wonder why our US troops, who face the some of  

the most hostile conditions are wearing CORDURA®.  

Our mission is quality and durability, guaranteed. 

That’s why our customers choose CORDURA® fabrics.



CORDURA® FABRIC 1976

The way we all lived, worked, and played was being transformed — and CORDURA®’s  

nylon 6,6 fiber was transforming the fabrics needed in response. Around the world today,  
you’ll find CORDURA® fabrics worn by men and women at the sharp end of the front line.  

Keeping the peace, bringing law and order where there’s strife, and doing their duty in the most  

difficult circumstances imaginable. Professionals who give it their best and deserve an equal  
level of commitment in return, especially where life and limb may be at risk.  

With a long heritage of experience in the military sphere, CORDURA® has put this knowledge  

to work developing new and better solutions to meet the changing face of conflict.  
Constantly innovating, and creating new technologies that will help develop  

the next generations of combat wear. CORDURA®’s commitment — to always keep  

the safety and wellbeing of the soldier front of mind. For additional information, please contact:

Sales@HLCIndustries.com  •  WWW.HLCIndustries.com  

HLC Industries, Inc. is a fifth-generation, family-owned and operated business that has been a trusted 
supplier to the textile industry since 1916. HLC is a leading supplier of Nylon fabrics,  

ranging in weight from 1.1 oz to 18 oz to best service our customers’ unique projects.  
HLC is committed to high quality standards. We are proudly certified to ISO 9001:2015.

We offer an in-stock program of Invista™ CORDURA® TrueLock™ fabrics in both  
500 denier & 1000 denier nylon. Every yard is processed and tested to the MIL-DTL-32439 specification. 
We stock a variety of colors including Coyote Brown 498, Black, Ranger Green, Tan 499, and Wolf Gray. 

We are proud to introduce two new stock colors:  FORCE Blue™ & Blue 9™

Available exclusively from HLC.

Textile Solution Providers Since 1916

TAN-499 COYOTE-498 RANGER GREEN BLACKFORCE BlueWOLF GRAY Blue 9



Textile Solution Providers Since 1916

SOLUTION-DYED  
FOR COLOR THAT LASTS

FORCE Blue™  
&  

Blue 9™

Available exclusively from HLC

Sales@HLCIndustries.com

WWW.HLCIndustries.com  

locked  in  color
What law enforcement  

officers wear can make or  
break their success.  

Whether protecting them from 
harsh conditions in the field or 

keeping their position under cover, 
what they wear is just as 

 important as what they carry. 
Constructed through a  
variety of technologies,  

CORDURA® TrueLock™ Fabric 
combines tear and abrasion 
resistance with IR (infrared) 
reflectance and both shade 

 and NIR (near infrared) 
requirements to create fabrics 

whose colors stay true and  
are as high performing as the men 

and women who wear them. 



Features: 
   Laser cut Velcro loop 

fields

   Added foliage 

attachment or cable 

management points

   Bungee retention over 

the “Mohawk” field  
of the helmet for 

attachment of  

additional accessories.  

   Over 30 different 

patterns 

A&A TACTICAL, LLC
HELMET COVER — V2 ENHANCED (ALEX COVER)

Helmet covers are one of the harder items to manufacture on a larger scale due to the curvature of helmets. 

Alex, one of the founders of A&A Tactical, saw the need for custom helmet covers and patterns due to all the 

various helmet models and colors and patterns available and no company seems to offer a helmet cover 

for all major helmet systems like we do. These helmets are made on a custom basis and undergo fitment 
checks both during and after production, which yields a near perfect fit for the helmet it is designed for. In 
addition, we offer a lifetime warranty on all products we manufacture.

We chose HLC’S Hybrid Series 500 Denier CORDURA® for great abrasion resistance. It’s typically used on the 

sides of the helmet cover, or in some cases, the entire cover.

aandatactical.com

Product by CORDURA®  

Advanced Fabrics by HLC Industries

HLC’S Hybrid Series 500 Denier 

CORDURA®
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AGILITE
K19 PLATE CARRIER

The K19 is considered the most modern & comfortable plate carrier on the market today but needed to be built  

out of something that was as tough and durable as it was lightweight. The product was designed, tested and  

battle-proven in Israel behind enemy lines with some of the IDF’s most elite units.

It has a one-size-fits-all cummerbund and multi-size plate bag absolving the need to make complicated and risky 
sizing choices when buying. This is important for procurement professionals who can be sure it will fit all their guys 
(or girls) well. The K19 has traveled many miles and has crossed borders into some of the most dangerous places 

in the world in order to make it one of the most detailed and thought out plate carriers on earth.

We decided to manufacture our product out of  HLC’s 1000 Denier RANGER GREEN CORDURA® because we 

require the best. The K19 is used by Special Operations Forces not just in Israel but all around the world. 

Wherever our clients go, there can be no failures, even in the harshest conditions or most unforgiving terrain. 

agilitegear.com

“The K19 was designed for  

Israeli Special Forces Operators 

to be fully loaded but more  

comfortable than in any  

other plate carrier and light  

on their feet.

”

HLC’s 1000 Denier Ranger Green 

CORDURA®



Comfort: 
   Patented QuadCore™ 

Attachment Belt System 

coupled with FirstSpear® 

Rapid Release Tubes for 

industry leading weight 

distribution.

    Height-adjusting shoulder 

straps with option to update 

to Quick Release straps with 
FirstSpear® Tubes

   Antimicrobial mesh lining 

made from a proprietary blend 

wicks moisture while providing 

additional ventilation

   Removable air channel inserts 

help manage heat with 

optimized air flow & shoulder 
pads

   Belly band for added support 

& faster donning time while 

maintaining proper side panel 

overlap

ANGEL ARMOR  
RISE® BODY ARMOR SYSTEM TACTICAL CARRIER

At Angel Armor our mission is to protect and preserve the pursuit of life, liberty and happiness for first 
responders and their families. We believe there is nobility and purpose behind the men and women who 

serve their communities. We understand the job of a first responder requires sacrifice, servant leadership 
and courage. Such qualities are often overlooked or taken for granted — we believe they deserve to be 

applauded and honored. Our goal is to serve first responders by offering market-leading proactive solutions 
that protect officers in every situation, all day. Through advanced technologies our hope is to reduce the 
burden and provide products allowing for efficient and effective responses, as well as confidence they can 
stand behind. 

Angel Armor’s RISE® Body Armor System Tactical Carrier is a versatile platform built to handle any mission.  

With a rich set of standard features and scalable protection, this carrier is built for high-speed tactical 

missions. 

angelarmor.com

Product by CORDURA®  
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Customizable & Configurable: 
   500 denier CORDURA® with laser cut PALS and Velco loop face 

accommodates Ally One™ Pouches and most carrier accessories 

   Zippered admin pocket for secure storage and quick access to 

essential gear 

Left to right: 

HLC’s 500 CG#483 

CORDURA®, 

500 Denier Black 

CORDURA®, 

500 Denier Wolf Gray 

CORDURA®
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BIG  BARKER  LLC
ORTHOPEDIC DOG BEDS  
specifically designed to provide support and comfort to big dogs (and their joints).

Our company’s owner started Big Barker 10 years ago when his dog, Hank, was diagnosed with hip dysplasia. Since then, 

we have become the only dog bed company out there whose beds are clinically proven to improve the quality of life in big 

dogs! Our beds are made in the USA, with American-made CertiPUR foam and come with a 10-year warranty. 

Why we choose to us CORDURA® 

    

 

   

bigbarker.com

“What an 

awesome product! 

We’ve only been 

using it for a few days, 

but my dog 

seems to love it. 

The cover is durable 

and well made!

”
    Rugged, Highly Tear Resistant, Fully Waterproof  

Military-Grade Fabric Makes This Unique Crate  

Pad Super-Durable

    Strongest fabric on the market

   Made in America & complies with demanding  

military specifications

   Keeps color in the sun

   Designed to be thrown out of a helicopter and stay  

“good as new”

   Cover is highly tear-resistant and will hold up strongly 

against digging and nesting (but NOT chew-proof!)

   Easy to wash - just remove cover using the extra long 

heavy-duty zipper & throw in the wash.

   Dog parents worried about their  

dog chewing their beds 
 HLC’S 1000 Denier Coyote Brown 

CORDURA®



EXO  MOUNTAIN  GEAR
K3 PACK SYSTEMS

Exo Mtn Gear pack systems are built for the unique demands of backcountry hunting. A backcountry 

hunter faces the unique challenge of needing a pack system that is light enough to carry over 

countless miles, versatile enough to handle a wide variety of gear, and strong enough to pack heavy 

loads of meat at the end of a successful backcountry hunt. We are proud to build our pack systems 

in the USA with an industry-exclusive Titanium frame, unparalleled adjustability for fit and comfort, 
and uncompromising durability.

Our pack systems are used in harsh conditions and under demanding circumstances. CORDURA® 

fabrics have proven, time and time again, to be the best fabric for the unique demands that 

backcountry hunting requires. We are constantly seeking to balance durability, light weight,  

water-resistance, and longevity in our products, and CORDURA® fabrics allow us to achieve all  

of that, and more.

exomtngear.com/packs
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HLC’S 500 Denier Ranger Green 

CORDURA®
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FIRSTSPEAR
STRANDHÖGG™ V3 SAPI CUT PLATE CARRIER

The Strandhögg v3 Plate Carrier is designed for military, law enforcement, civilian home defense and 
preparedness. It maximizes 6/12 technology and rapid closure systems provided by the FirstSpear Tube 

fasteners for easy donning and doffing. The redesigned front panel has an internal zippered admin pocket 
along with a 4”x9” loop field for identifiers. Along the bottom of the front panel is a second loop field which 
has been added to facilitate use with the all new FirstSpear Admin Placard and Magazine Pocket Placard. 
The newly designed Instant Access Back Panel allows for easier access to adjust your cummerbund. Both the 
front and back of the carrier features interior facing channels for foam to add comfort and ventilation. These 

foam inserts can be removed for a more streamlined carrier. Both front and back have enable to hold both soft 

armor and plates that are the same size and cut of the carrier. 

first-spear.com

    Tubes Rapid-Release Technology

    Internal zipper admin pocket

    Top loop placard front and back

    Bottom loop placard front only

    Instant Access Back Panel

    Comfort padding

    Built-in ventilation channel

HLC’s 500 Denier Wolf Gray 

CORDURA® 



“Tactical Tailors  

Rogue line uses  

the newest 

advancement in  

design and materials 

to bring light weight, 

efficiency, and 
versatility to the 

Military Professional,  

Police Officer, 
Contractor,  

or Range Shooter  

while still being 

affordable.

”
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TACTICAL TAILOR
ROGUE PLATE CARRIER GEN 2

The Rogue plate carrier is a light-weight low profile carrier, designed with the utmost efficiency, and functionality 
factored in. This highly adaptable plate carrier can be used in Low Vis body armor situations, but with the additions  

of other Rogue products this carrier can be quickly converted into a direct-action carrier. Tactical Tailor has 

also teamed up with FirstSpear, utilizing their amazing TUBES® Quick Release technology with our upgradable 
cummerbund to allow the user to don and doff in seconds. Our Rogue Plate Carrier is continuous to be popular 
among Military, Law Enforcement, First Responder, and Enthusiasts who are looking for a quality product. 

We use HLC’s 500d CORDURA® in the Rogue Plate Carrier Gen 2 due to the durability and how well the fabric wears, 
Tactical Tailor has been using 1000d and 500d CORDURA® ever since its beginnings back in 1998 and our products 

have seen multiple combat tours over those years to the point of where some of our initial products were passed 

down to the new generations of Warfighters and Law Enforcement.

tacticaltailor.com

HLC’S 500 & 1000  

Denier Coyote Brown  

CORDURA®



SUPREME SEAT COVERS
HLC’s 500d Tan 499  

CORDURA®

COYOTE  
TACTICAL  

SOLUTIONS
HLC’s 500d Black  

CORDURA®

ALPEN DESIGN WORKS
HLC’s Hybrid Series 500d CORDURA®

COYOTE TACTICAL SOLUTIONS
HLC’s 500d Coyote Brown  

CORDURA®

SPIRITUS SYSTEMS
HLC’s 500d Coyote Brown 498  

CORDURA®

POINT BLANK  
ENTERPRISES

HLC’s 500d  
Ranger Green  

CORDURA®

BIG BARKER
HLC’s 1000d  

Coyote Brown 498  
CORDURA®

ALTA  
INDUSTRIES

HLC’s 500d  
Coyote Brown 498 

CORDURA®
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